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Position of the course

The main aim of the unit of study 'English Grammar C' (E2SC) is to provide an in-depth study
of modality and modal verbs in English. In addition, problem areas in English grammar are
elaborated on in advanced exercises. It builds on the first bachelor study units 'English
Grammar A' (E1SA) and 'English Grammar B' (E1SB). The orientation is mainly practical
(correct application of the rules of grammar when producing text), but also provides a more in-
depth theoretical framework with relevant academic papers, enabling the student to reflect on
grammatical problems related to language variation and language varieties.  Reflection is also
linked to the reading assignment, complemented with a corpus study, analysis of harvested
data or critical reflection. 
Exchange students may take up this course unit, for which no prior knowledge of Dutch is
required.

Contents

This course focuses on modals and modality. In addition, first year topics are revised (including
tenses, conditionals, etc.) and other problem areas that were only dealt with succinctly in the
first bachelor course get a more in-depth treatment. The course focuses on the nominal
constituent (adjectives, articles, pronouns and determiners), on adverbials, complementation
patterns (e.g. on infinitival and gerund constructons), collocations and it elaborates on
constituent order and complex patterns. Contrastive reference is made to Dutch and other
languages where relevant. Additional attention is paid to topics in linguistics and research
related to language variation and cross-varietal differences regarding the realization and use of
certain structures and language-related aspects (e.g. accents, non-binary pronouns, etc.). The
course mainly focuses on differences between varieties of English. Students get an assignment
which can range from a literature study or corpus analysis to a survey. Results are presented in
a report, which serves as the basis of further activities in English Practice D. 

Initial competences

The final objectives of the different English units of study of the first bachelor year.

Final competences

1  Having an advanced command of English grammar rules with regard to the morphology and
1  the use of nouns, adjectives and adverbs as well as the different kinds of pronouns. [B12;
1  assessed]
2  Having an advanced command of English grammar rules with regard to morphology and the
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1  expression of all tenses in English, passive, conditional and causative structures as well as
1  modals. [B12; assessed]
3  Recognising and interpreting English syntactic structures with special attention to contrastive
1  comparison with the Dutch language.  [B13; assessed]
4  Recognising and interpreting language variation in the English language, especially with
1  regard to grammatical aspects. [B13; assessed]
5  Having an informed opinion about norm and variation in the English language. [B13;
1  assessed]
6  Answering exam questions in  correct English. [B63; assessed]
7  Having a strong language awareness. [B31; with assessment]
8  Critically reflecting on their own thinking, learning, decisions and actions. [B33; not
1  assessed]
9  Displaying intellectual curiosity and a lifelong learning attitude. [B34; not assessed]
10  Command the use of modal verbs in English [B12, assessed]
11  Using the right grammatical terminology to refer to aspects of modality [B13, assessed]

Conditions for credit contract

Access to this course unit via a credit contract is determined after successful competences assessment

Conditions for exam contract

Access to this course unit via an exam contract is unrestricted

Teaching methods

Seminar, Independent work

Extra information on the teaching methods

Seminar: on the basis of this interactive teaching method students acquire and apply the
advanced grammar rules of English based on examples and exercises. Seminars include fill-
out exercises on modality, adjectives, adverbs, complementation patterns, etc., complemented
with translation exercises which underscore the differences between English and Dutch.
Answers are systematically explained and linked to the theory. Students also need to justify
their answers by using the metalanguage that is offered.
Independent work: students get an assignment (possible topics: language variation and
change, collocations, lexicogrammar, or more general topics in linguistics) with a reading
assignment complemented with either corpus analysis, the analysis of harvested data or critical
reflection on a larger reading sample. The assignment constitutes 20% of the final mark based
on the final assessment after feedback

Study material

None
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Course content-related study coaching

Exercises in class
Extra exercises via the Ufora learning platform
Mock exam
Individual feedback during office hours or by appointment.
Online Q&A sessions related to the assignment. Individual and general feedback

Assessment moments

end-of-term assessment

Examination methods in case of periodic assessment during the first examination period

Written assessment
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Examination methods in case of periodic assessment during the second examination period

Written assessment

Examination methods in case of permanent assessment

Assignment

Possibilities of retake in case of permanent assessment

examination during the second examination period is possible

Extra information on the examination methods

Written exam (100%). The exams consist of fill in the gaps exercises, translations (alternative
exercises are provided for exchange students), motivate your choice and questions on the
assignment
The report accounts for 20% of the final mark and involves tackling the main issues in the
reading assignment and proper execution of the corpus assignment or the analysis of one's
own gathered data to illustrate the linguistic phenomena at hand. 

Calculation of the examination mark

See heading 'explanatory note to the evaluation methods'

Facilities for Working Students

It is possible to be exempted from class attendance.
It is possible to take the exam at a different moment throughout the academic year.
It is possible to get feedback by appointment during/after office hours.
Students with a special status, please consult: https://www.ugent.
be/prospect/en/administration/application/special-status

Addendum

E2SC
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